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The Definition of Construction

• Form-meaning correspondences that exist 

independently of particular verbs.

• That is, it is argued that constructions 

themselves carry meaning, independently of 

the words in the sentence.
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The Examples of Construction (1)

• Differences in complement configuration are 

often associated with differences in meaning.

(1) a.  I brought Pat a glass of water.

b.  I brought a glass of water to Pat.

(2) a.*I brought the table a glass of water.

b.  I brought a glass of water to the table.

� The ditransitive requires that its goal argument be animate, 

while the same is not true of paraphrases with to.



The Examples of Construction (2)

(3)  a.  Bees are swarming in the garden.

b.  The garden is swarming with bees.

(4)  a.  I loaded the hay onto the truck.

b.  I loaded the truck with the hay.

(5)  a.  When I looked in the files, I found that she was Mexican.

b.?When I looked in the files, I found her to be Mexican.

c.*When I looked in the files, I found her Mexican.



The Examples of Construction (3)

(6) a.   I am afraid to cross the road.

b.   I am afraid of crossing the road.

(7) a. #I am afraid to fall down.

( infelicitous unless the falling is interpreted as 

somehow volitionally intended )

b.   I am afraid of falling down.



The Hypothesis of Construction

• Bolinger: “A difference in syntactic form 

always spells a dirrerence in meaning”.

• The same hypothesis – the Principle of No 

Synonymy of Grammatical Forms – has been 

formulated by Givon, Kirsner, Langacker, Clark, 

and Wierzbicka.



Summary (1)

• According to Construction Grammar, a distinct 
construction is defined to exist if one or more 
of its properties are not strictly predictable 
from knowledge of other constructions existing 
in the grammar:

C is a construction iffdef C is a form-meaning pair
<Fi, Si> such that some aspect of Fi or some aspect 
of Si is not strictly predictable from C’s component 
parts or from other previously established 
constructions.



Summary (2)

• Phrasal patterns are considered constructions if 

something about their form or meaning is not 

strictly predictable from the properties 

component parts or from other constructions.

• Morphemes are clear instances of constructions

in that they are pairings of meaning and form 

that are not predictable from anything else.



Summary (3)

• The collection of constructions is not assumed to 
consist of an unstructured set of independent 
entities, but instead it is taken to constitute a 
highly structured lattice of interrelated 
information.

• Simple clause constructions are associated directly 
with semantic structures which reflect scenes basic 
to human experience. 

It is proposed that the basic clause types of a 
language form an interrelated network, with 
semantic structures paired with particular forms in 
as general a way as possible.



What is its significance 

in syntax?
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The basic tenet of CONSTRUCTION 

GRAMMAR:

• Traditional constructions- i.e., form-

meaning correspondences- are the 

basic units of language.



Theorists working within this theory 

share an interest in…

• … characterizing the entire class of structures that 
make up language, not only the structures defined to 
be part of “core grammar”

• … in accounting for the conditions under which a 

given construction can be used felicitously

Why?
Taken to be part of speakers’ competence or 

knowledge of language

CONVICTION:

Subtle semantic and pragmatic factors are crucial 

to understanding the constraints on grammatical 

constructions.



These tenets are shared by the 

theory of Cognitive Grammar:

• GPSG: 
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar

• HPSG: 
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar

�Both emphasize the central role of the sign

in grammar.



Construction Grammar (1)

• In CG, no strict division is assumed  
between the lexicon and syntax.

Lexical 

constructions

Syntactic 

constructions

differences � internal complexity

� the extent to which phonological form is specified

similarities � the same type of declaratively represented data 

structure: both pair form with meaning



Construction Grammar (2)

• CG denies the existence of any distinctly 

morphological or syntactic constraints (or 

constructions) 

There are basic commonalities between these 

two types of constructions.

There are cases, such as verb- particle 

combinations, that blur the boundary.



Construction Grammar (3)

• CG rejects a strict division between 

semantics and pragmatics.

Information about focused constituents, topicality, 

and register is represented in constructions 

alongside semantic information.



Construction Grammar (4)

• CG is a monostratal theory of grammar 
like many other current theories:

� LFG: Lexical Functional Grammar

� Role and Reference Grammar

� GPSG

� HPSG

� Cognitive Grammar

CG is not transformational

No underlying syntactic or semantic forms are 
posited.

���� There is no deep structure or transformation



Question 2: 

How does the constructional approach 

differ from the traditional approaches 

to argument structure?
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• Transformational grammar (GB)

• Lexical rule approach

• Constructional approach



Lexical Rule Approach:

Lexicosemantic Rules

• There appears to be a strong correlation

between the meanings of verbs and the 

syntactic frames they can occur in. 

• In any given language the syntactic 

subcategorization frames of a verb may be 

uniquely predictable from the verb’s lexical 

semantics. 



Lexical rules:

• (1) Overt complement structure appears to be 

predictable by general linking rules that map 

semantic structure onto syntactic form.

• (2) The same verb stem often occurs with 

more than one complement configuration.

• Ex. the prepositional/ditransitive alternation



• Ditransitive syntax:
verb  

write

+

semantic structure “X CAUSES Z to HAVE Y.”

subj   V      obj               obj2

ditransitive form

I write him a letter.

• The dative rule produces a conceptual gestalt shift—a 
semantic operation on lexical structure.

• The lexical rule approach <cf p8>



The lexical rule approach

• 1a. The syntactic complement configuration of a 

clause is taken to be uniquely predictable from the 

semantic representation of the matrix verb. The 

mapping from semantic representations to particular 

complement configurations is performed via 

universal, or near-universal linking rules.

• 1b. Different syntactic complement configurations 

therefore reflect differences in the semantic 

representations of the main verb.



• 2 Different semantic representations of a particular 

verb stem, i.e., different verb senses, are related by 

generative lexical rules which take as input a verb 

with a particular semantics and yield as output a 

verb with a different semantics.

• 3. differences in semantics are not necessarily truth-

functional differences, but may represent a different 

construal of the situation being described; that is, 

the relevant semantics is speaker-based.



Transformational 
approach

The lexical rule 
approach

Rules or transformations that 
are purely syntactic

Rules operate on semantic 
structure

�different constructions are 
typically accompanied by 
slightly different semantic 
interpretations.

Syntactic rules with additional 
semantic constraints

Semantic-changing rules

�changes in complement 
configurations are crucially 
semantic

�regularities in the syntax are 
captured by linking rules
mapping the semantic structure 
to surface form



Constructional approach to argument structure

• Systematic differences in meaning between the same verb in 
different constructions are attributed directly to the 
particular constructions.

• Every argument role linked to a direct grammatical relation 
(subj, obj, or obj2) is constructionally profiled.

• Constructional semantics: X CAUSE Y TO RECEIVE Z 

(intended transfer)

CAUSE-RECEIVE <agt rec pat>

• Semantics: CAUSE-RECEIVE <agt           rec             pat>

instance               write              <writer          writed (letter)>

Syntax:                   V                   Subj        Obj            Obj2

�I write a letter.

� I write him a letter. (write remains as a two-place predicate)

�The verb retains its intrinsic semantic representation, while being 
integrated with the meaning directly associated with the construction.



English argument structure 

constructions

• 1.Ditransitive X CAUSES Y to RECEIVE Z Subj  V    Obj Obj2

Pat faxed Bill the letter.

• 2.Caused Motion X CAUSES Y to MOVE Z Subj V Obj Obl

Pat sneezed the napkin off the table.

• 3.Resultative X CAUSES Y to BECOME Z Subj V Obj Xcomp

She kissed him unconscious. 

• 4. Intrans. Motion X MOVES Y Subj B Obl

The fly buzzed into the room.



Lexical rule approach V.S. 

Constructional approach
• they share the emphasis on semantic differences 

among different complement configurations. 

• Strongest differences:

Constructional approach increases focus on the 
nature of the relation between verb and 
construction

• The lexical rule approach represents this relation 
only implicitly in the statement of the rule itself.

• In constructional approach, It’s not necessary to 
posit an additional verb sense for each new syntactic 
configuration in which the verb appears.



Why better?



Advantages of the construction 

account
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Advantages

• Implausible verb senses are avoided

• Semantic parsimony

• Compositionality is preserved

• Supportive: sentence processing

• Supportive: child language acquisition



Implausible verbs are avoided
• Examples:

– He sneezed the napkin off the table.

– She baked him a cake.

– Dan talked himself blue in the face.

– None of these verbs intuitively require DO Comps

• Additional senses were involved → the verb is 

ambiguous between its basic sense and its sense in 

the syntactic pattern

• Solution:

– Understand skeletal constructions to be capable of 

contributing arguments

– No need to stipulate a specific sense of the verb

– DO licensed by the particular construction



Circularity is avoided

• Where is the circularity from?

– Syntax is a projection of lexical requirements

– By those who attempt to predict overt syntax from 

semantic roles or theta-role arrays (ex. Chomsky, Bresnan)

• What do they claim?

– The verb is taken to be of central importance

– Verb: predicate of formal logic

– The verb has inherent number of distinct arguments



Circularity is avoided

• Examples:

– Pat kicked the wall. (Agent, Patient)

– Pat kicked Bob the ball. (Agent, Patient, Recipient)

– Pat kicked the ball into the stadium. (Agent, Patient, Goal)

• Then?

– Kick occurs with n complements → Kick has an n-

argument sense

– Kick has n-argument sense → Kick occurs with n

complements

THIS IS THE CIRCULAR ARGUMENT!!



Circularity is avoided

• Solution

– Ternary relation: directly associated with the skeletal 

ditransitive construction

– Verb: associated with one or a few basic senses which 

must be integrated into the meaning of the construction.

The interaction between verb meaning and 

constructional meaning must be addressed



Semantic parsimony
• Levin 1985: Evidence for different verb senses exists

1. She slid Susan/*the door the present.

2. She slid the present to Susan/the door.

• Set general linking rules:

1. ‘slide1’: <ag, pa, goalanimate> → She slid Susan the present.

2. ‘slide2’: <ag, pa, goal> → She slid the present to Susan.

3. cf. ‘hand’: <ag, pa, goalanimate> 

– Posit both an additional sense of slide and stipulation 

that this sense can only occur in the ditransitive 

construction?

• Better way: Attribute it to the construction



Compositionality is preserved

• Prerequisites

– Frege: Principle of Compositionality

– Montague: Structure-preserving mapping from syntax to 

semantics

– Dowty: Straightforward and direct relation between 

syntactic expression and semantic representation

• More substantive principles are needed:

– The requirements of the construction may be in conflict 

with those of the main verb

– Ex. English way



Compositionality is preserved
• Examples:

– Pat fought her way into the room.

– The hikers clawed their way to the top

• Inconsistency

– The way construction is associated only with unergative

verb; Verbs of directed motion are unaccusative

• Solution

– The verbs involved must be unergative before turned to 

be unaccusative in this construction

The meaning of an expression is the result of 

integrating the meanings of the lexical items 

into the meanings of constructions



Sentence processing
• The uses of same “core meaning” of a verb in 

different syntactic frames do not show the same 

processing effects

• Two different senses of set:

1. Bill set the alarm clock onto the shelf.

2. Bill set the alarm clock for six.

– Initially selects an inappropriate sense → increased

processing load

• Same core lexical meaning of load:

1. Bill loaded the truck onto the ship.

2. Bill loaded the truck with bricks.

– Initially selects an inappropriate constructional use →

relatively cost-free reanalysis



Sentence processing

Type of 

ambiguity

Type of verb

Ambiguous Control

Mean 

processing 

time (ms)

Proportion of 

sentences that 

make sense (%)

Mean 

processing 

time (ms)

Proportion of 

sentences that 

make sense (%)

Sense (set) 2445 77 2290 94

Variable 

construction 

(load)

2239 92 2186 93



Sentence processing

Types of  ambiguity Types of verb

Ambiguous Control

Sense 

ambiguity (set)

Preferred 2277 2317

Less-preferred 2613 2264

Variable 

constructions 

(load)

Preferred 2198 2177

Less-preferred 2268 2158



L1 acquisition

• The meaning of verbs do not necessarily change 

when they are used in different syntactic patterns.

• Landau & Gleitman 1985: 

– Children make use of the set of syntactic frames that a 

verb is heard used with to infer the meaning of the verb

• Pinker 1989:

– Different syntactic frames are assumed to reflect different 

components of the meaning of the verb → incorrect 

learning



L1 acquisition

• Solution

– Recognize that syntactic frames are directly associated 

with semantics, independent of the verbs inside

– To a large extent,  verb meaning remains constant across 

constructions

• Reinterpretation of Landau & Gleitman 1985: 

– On hearing a verb in a particular previously acquired 

construction, the child hypothesizes that the verb falls into 

one of the clusters conventionally associated with the 

construction

The verb’s meaning need not directly reflect the 

meaning associated with the construction



Thank you for your attention!
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